
Pasture Establishment and Upkeep Table 1. "Pensacola" bahiagrass establishment cost in
previously established South Florida flatwoods

Good pastures are essential to cow-calf production 1979.
and certainly beneficial to calf feeding as well. This Cash Cost Item Quantity Cost/Acre
is often one of the reasons you have decided to raise Graze to ground - -
cattle in the first place: to use pasture land you have Plow - customa 1 acre $ 7.50
available. The question then becomes, how do you go Dolomite - spread 1 ton 17.00
about making it productive? Disk -custom 1 acre 3.25

There are several ways to go in pasture manage- Pscoa s b s. 2.
ment. These include perennial grasses, annual sum-

mer and winter crops, legumes and combinations. Seeding - custom 1 acre 2.25

Details of theseoptions can be found in the Extension Harrow & cultipack - custom 1 acre 4.00

Circular "Florida Forages", but let's look at some Fertilizer
basics. The most basic action to take is to have a soil 16-8-8 300 Ibs. 16.50
test completed on your land, so you will know how to FTE 503c 20 Ibs. 4.20
make it productive. Custom apply 1 acre 2.00

Bahiagrass is a good choice for the new cattle Mow - custom 1 acre 3.50
producer to use as pasture. It is a productive grass TOTAL $80.20
which is much easier to plant than some of the other
grasses. Bahia can be grown from seed, is adapted
throughout the state, is drought tolerant, and offers

asthe potential of a seed crop. Recent south Florida Similar job could be done with rotovator or heavy disk
the potential of a seed crop. Recent south Florida badjust seed cost if using "Argentine" or "Paraguay 22" bahia-
figures in Circular 466 estimate it would cost about grass
$80 per acre to establish Pensacola bahiagrass in a cFTE 503 is a micronutrient mixture
pasture area as shown in Table 1, with annual
maintenance costs of about $46 per acre.

The land should be disked up to kill any weeds and Annual Crops can also be grown for pasture but
expose loose soil. Spread the seed on the surface and this will likely cost more than perennial grass pas-
scratch it in with a harrow and cultipack or roll it to tures. For summer pasture you might choose pearl-
pack the soil and seed together. Rain is needed soon millet, a fast growing relative of corn which does not
after planting to insure a good stand of grass so the contain the dangerous prussic acid of its cousins
summer is a good time to plant. Bahiagrass pastures sudangrass and sorghum-sudan crosses. Any of the
should receive 100-120 .pounds of actual nitrogen three species can be used but millet is the best choice
split into at least two applications throughout the for an inexperienced cattleman. Millet should be
growing season. Phosphorus and potash should be planted in the spring after the last frost date and
applied as indicated by soil tests. will produce throughout the summer. Millet forage
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